Abstract Local search methods are widely used to improve the performance of evolutionary computation algorithms in all kinds of domains. Employing advanced and efficient exploration mechanisms becomes crucial in complex and very large (in terms of search space) problems, such as when employing evolutionary algorithms to large-scale data mining tasks. Recently, the GAssist Pittsburgh evolutionary learning system was extended with memetic operators for discrete representations that use information from the supervised learning process to heuristically edit classification rules and rule sets. In this paper we first adapt some of these operators to BioHEL, a different evolutionary learning system applying the iterative learning approach, and afterwards propose versions of these operators designed for continuous attributes and for dealing with noise. The performance of all these operators and their combination is extensively evaluated on a broad range of synthetic large-scale datasets to identify the settings that present the best balance between efficiency and accuracy. Finally, the identified best configurations are compared with other classes of machine learning methods on both synthetic and real-world large-scale datasets and show very competent performance.
Introduction
The creation of advanced/smart exploration mechanisms has been a very active topic of research for many years in evolutionary computation and other related fields such as swarm intelligence, with the proposal of several paradigms such as Memetic algorithms (MA) [27] , Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDA) [28] , Ant Colony Optimisation [12] , Particle Swarm Optimisation [25] or Genetic Programming [26] , to name just a few.
In the specific context of evolutionary rule learning, most of these advances are concentrated in two of these families of methods: MA and EDA. EDA techniques estimate a model for the structure of the problem and guide the evolutionary system towards creating offspring according to this model. Memetic algorithms are based on integrating local search mechanisms within global search. Recently, both of these kinds of advanced exploration have been adopted within the specific context of evolutionary learning, with examples of EDA-based exploration mechanisms [9, 31] as well as Memetic methods [6, 35] .
Previously [6] we have shown that integrating memetic operators within the GA cycle of the GAssist Pittsburgh style LCS [1] has positive outcomes, enabling the system to learn more compact rule sets, in less time, while being more robust to noise. GAssist was hybridized with local search using two types of operators: rule-set-wise operators, which given several sets of rules as input heuristically select the minimum subset of rules that obtain maximum accuracy and rule-wise operators for discrete attributes, which edit individual rules to improve their accuracy.
BioHEL [2] is an evolutionary learning system which follows the iterative rule learning approach, whose design and implementation have been strongly influenced by GAssist. Because both GAssist and BioHEL work with the same type of individual rules, the rule-wise operators of GAssist are directly portable to BioHEL. But given that BioHEL maintains only one rule set (representing the current active solution) and GAssist's rule-set-wise operator requires at least two rule sets as input, this latter operator can not be directly applied to BioHEL. This paper continues on this line of research by incorporating GAssist's memetic operators for discrete attributes into BioHEL and by defining and evaluating new rule-wise operators for continuous attributes. These continuous-attributes operators have been tailored to the attribute-list knowledge representation (ALKR) [2, 5] of BioHEL and integrated into the system. To improve BioHEL's performance on noisy datasets, the continuous-attributes operators have been also adapted to cope with such kind of data.
The new and adapted operators (and their combination) are extensively evaluated on a broad range of synthetic and real-world large-scale classification problems using two different criteria: efficiency and accuracy, while also identifying the combination of operators with the best balance between both criteria. Finally, the performance of the best settings of the Memetic BioHEL is compared to the performance of other machine learning methods.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 overviews related work, section 3 describes the BioHEL system in more detail and the existing memetic operators for discrete representations. Section 4 defines and describes in detail the six new continuous-attributes rule wise local search operators integrated within BioHEL. The experimental design used is described in section 5 while section 6 contains the results obtained and a discussion of these. Finally, section 7 contains the conclusions and directions for future work.
Related work
Local search, statistical learning techniques and intelligent recombination are some of the methods used to improve the efficiency and performance of evolutionary computation algorithms. The literature provides different types of techniques which are based on these strategies.
Memetic algorithms [27] , which also include the research presented in this paper, encompass all evolutionary algorithms which hybridise global with local search, or in which individual refinement takes place. These algorithms are inspired by models of natural systems, where individuals not only evolve from a genetic perspective but also evolve by adopting cultural units of transmission.
An early example of memetic algorithms in Learning Classifier Systems represents the SAMUEL system [20] , which has used an operator similar to the rule-set-wise (RSW) operator from our earlier work in MPLCS [6] . SAMUEL has been applied to multi-step domains and its operator produced offspring composed from high-payoff rules which fired in sequence. A difference between RSW and this LS operator is that the former has been designed to use rules from N parents and creates an ordered rule set, while the latter can only use rules from 2 parents and generates an unordered rule set. A more recent work in the LCS literature proposed a gradient descent method for improving the performance of XCS [34] on multi-step domains. Another work proposed a Memetic Learning Classifier System within the Michigan approach of LCS [35] concerning real-valued representations; in this study, XCS has been hybridised with Lamarckian Evolution-based memetic operators.
Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDA) are another family of techniques used for improving evolutionary computation algorithms. These employ machine learning or statistical techniques to build a model of the structure of the problem being solved in order to guide the evolutionary search towards better solutions through the use of informed exploration operators. In [9] XCS has been extended with a crossover operator based on two types of estimation of distribution algorithms: the Extended Compact Genetic Algorithm [22] and the Bayesian Optimisation Algorithm [32] . Both methods use the best rules of the population to derive global structural information which is later used to inform the crossover operator.
A recent integration of EDAs within a Pittsburgh LCS represents the Compact Classifier System (CCS) [30] . CCS uses the Compact Genetic Algorithm (CGA) [23] which evolves one rule at a time. So to generate complete solutions, the CGA is iteratively run to produce different rules. Each CGA run starts from a different perturbation of the same initial solution, where each CCS individual stores a set of such perturbations. The goal of the CCS is to evolve the minimal set of rules which compose a maximally general solution. More recently, χeCCS, an extension of CCS was proposed in [31] . The χeCCS generates a population of rules using the recombination mechanics and model building techniques of the extended compact genetic algorithm [22] .
Background material
In this section we provide a general description of the Bio-HEL evolutionary system and detail its characteristics that are relevant to this paper. We also describe GAssist's local search operators for discrete attributes as these form the basis for the new operators for continuous attributes presented in this paper.
BioHEL
BioHEL [2] is an evolutionary learning system belonging to the iterative rule learning approach (IRL), first used in the field of evolutionary learning in [33] . As mentioned in the introduction, this system is a descendant of the GAssist LCS [1] keeping most of its core modules.
BioHEL generates the solution to a problem as a rule set structured as a decision list. This list is constructed by iteratively applying a genetic algorithm (GA) to produce individual rules which are added to the rule set. When a rule is added all the examples covered by it are removed from the training set, to focus the search on different parts of the search space. The system uses an explicit default rule located at the end of the rule set having a predefined class as default. Hence, the iterative rule learning process finishes when the GA cannot generate a rule that is better than just assigning any remaining training examples to the default class. BioHEL's fitness function is based on the Minimum Description Length principle, and it is designed to reward rules with high accuracy, high coverage and low complexity. For a complete description of the fitness function please see [2] .
Given that in this paper we are proposing memetic operators to edit rules, it is necessary to describe in detail Bio-HEL's knowledge representation: the Attribute List Knowledge Representation (ALKR) [2] . ALKR is a meta-representation that is designed to automatically identify and represent only the relevant information of the problem. To this aim, for each individual in the population this representation will contain (a) a list of relevant attributes and (b) for each of these attributes, its associated predicate in the rule and (c) its associated class. Two operators are added to the GA cycle to probabilistically add (specialize) or remove (generalize) attributes from an individual's list. The list of relevant attributes can be different for each individual in the population, hence this mechanism is more than just a global feature selection process.
Depending on the nature of each of the attributes in the list (discrete or continuous), the associated predicate will differ. For discrete attributes the GABIL [10] representation is employed. For continuous ones we employ a simple intervalar representation [29] (where an interval over the domains of each of the relevant attributes is defined, with a lower and an upper bound).
Memetic operators for discrete attributes
An in-depth presentation of the design and evaluation of three rule-wise memetic operators for discrete attributes incorporated within the GAssist Pittsburgh system is given in [6] . These operators have been specifically tailored to the GABIL knowledge representation [10] . Since these operators have formed the basis behind the reasoning for the new continuous operators, it is important that they are described. The three rule-wise memetic operators for discrete attributes are:
Rule Cleaning (RC)
The rule cleaning operator edits a rule making it cover less negative examples (which are the ones misclassified by the rule). To do so it identifies the terms in the GABIL representation that only cover negative examples, but no positive ones, and disables the term which will make the rule drop the largest number of negative examples.
Rule Splitting (RS)
In many cases the RC operator cannot be successfully applied because GABIL terms cover both positive and negative examples. To alleviate this issue RS splits a rule into two rules (by logically decomposing the rule's predicate into a disjunction of two predicates) in such a way that the rule cleaning operator can be successfully applied to one of the sub-rules. The split point and the subsequent cleaned term are chosen, as for RC, to maximise the number of dropped negative examples.
Rule Generalizing (RG)
The rule generalizing operator edits a rule to make it cover more positive examples than what it initially covered, without classifying any new negative examples. To do so, all disabled literals in a rule are tested to determine which is the one that will cover the greatest number of new positive examples without any misclassifications.
The order in which these operators are applied to a rule is important. The RS operator has been designed to be applied to rules which the RC operator cannot fix, and so rule splitting is applied after rule cleaning. Furthermore, the RG operator will always be applied after the other two operators. The idea behind this decision is that the specificity pressure (by forcing the rule to cover fewer examples) introduced by RC and RS must be compensated with the generality pressure (by making the rule cover more examples) introduced by RG. For a full description of these operators, including examples, pseudo-code and evaluation, please see [6] .
Memetic extensions of BioHEL
This section is concerned with the design and integration of memetic operators within the BioHEL evolutionary learning system. The next subsections overview the integration procedure, the design of the new three memetic operators for non-noisy continuous-attributes and the design of the three noise-tolerant continuous-attributes local search operators.
Integrating GAssist's memetic operators within BioHEL
As mentioned in the introduction, GAssist had two classes of Memetic operators, the rule-wise ones (described in the previous section) and a rule set-wise operator, which integrated knowledge from multiple rule sets to create a new, single, rule set. Given that individuals in BioHEL are rules, only the former class of operators will be adapted to the new system. The operators will be applied to each of the individuals in BioHEL's population with a certain individual-wise probability after the mutation stage of the GA cycle but before the elitism stage.
For problems with discrete attributes only, the exact same RC and RG operators used in GAssist will be employed here, only adapting them to the usage of the ALKR representation. For RS, however, we have to do an adaptation. The application of this operator produces two rules. In GAssist the two rules were inserted into an individual (a rule set). Given that in BioHEL each individual is a rule we cannot follow the same procedure. Instead we will do the following: In the local search stage of the GA cycle the selected memetic operators will be applied iteratively to the population given a probability, as described above. For each individual that has RS applied to it, one of the resulting rules will replace the individual, while the other rule will be kept in a separate list. After the memetic operators have been applied to the entire population, the rules from this separate list will replace the worst individuals of the population.
Memetic operators for continuous attributes
As in the case for the discrete-data operators, the continuousattributes operators RC and RS edit the rules to make them more specific while RG edits the rules to make them more general. All three memetic operators function by requiring as input (besides the rule to edit) information about the matched and unmatched instances of the rule. This information is generated by two other algorithms. The first algorithm, the M&U operator, computes arrays of matched and unmatched instances and sorts them by the domain value of each attribute in the rule, while the second one, the CDS operator, compiles together these sorted instances based on their class value and assigns them a label identifying the mix of classes within the group. Fig. 1 shows how the instances are preprocessed by the M&U and CDS operators, before being passed as input to the continuous attributes memetic operators. Before detailing how the three continuous-attributes memetic operators improve rules, the mode of operation of these two preprocessing algorithms is described in detail.
Computing matched and unmatched instances (M&U operator)
The M&U operator when applied to a rule first computes the matched or unmatched instances of the rule. Afterwards, for each expressed attribute of the rule, it builds a list of these computed instances sorted by the value of the current attribute. RC and RS require sorted and clustered arrays of the matched examples, while RG requires sorted and clustered arrays of unmatched examples. For RG, the sorted unmatched examples are computed separately for each attribute in such a way to only contain the examples that failed to be matched only by the attribute in question. Also, for each attribute, these unmatched examples are split into two disjoint sets: the instances with the domain value less than the lower bound of the rule's attribute interval (also referred to as left unmatched instances), and the ones with a domain value greater than the upper bound of the rule's attribute interval (also referred to as right unmatched instances).
The way in which the matched and unmatched examples are computed is better illustrated using an example:
-Given the following instances (the domain values of two attributes separated by a comma, followed by and the class): a: -1.0, 1. 
Clustering of domain segments (the CDS operator)
After the arrays of matched and unmatched examples have been computed by the M&U operator, the CDS operator is applied to cluster the matches and unmatches. This second pre-processing step is needed to ensure that in case more instances have the same domain value but belong to different classes, the memetic operators do not mistakenly add negative examples to or remove positive ones from a rule's cover set (which is the set composed of the rule's matched instances). Clustering an array of instances refers to grouping together all instances with the same domain value for a given attribute along with assigning them a label which identifies the mix of classes within the group. The number of instances and the domain value of each group are also stored to be able to compare different cleaning or generalizing possibilities. The labels assigned to the groups of instances are: same (when all the instances within the group have the same class as the rule), other (when all the instances within the group have different classes from the rule) and mixed (when at least one of the instances within the group has the same class as the rule).
The following example illustrates this process:
-Given any rule which predicts class 0.
-And the following list of instances sorted on the first attribute: a: -1. All three memetic operators edit rules by modifying the lower, the upper or both bounds of one attribute interval of each rule. Fig. 2 graphically depicts the mode of operation of the three continuous-data memetic operators.
Rule Cleaning
The rule cleaning operator is applied to a rule based on the sorted matched examples covered by this rule, and heuristically shrinks the domain interval of the expressed attribute which removes the largest number of misclassified examples from the rule's cover set without changing its correctly clas- Thus the rule cleaning procedure finds, for each expressed attribute, the smallest interval which enables the rule to cover the same positively matched examples while covering the lowest number of misclassified examples. It does this by iterating through the clustered sorted matches from top to bottom (for the attribute interval's lower bound and in reverse for the upper bound) and stopping when the label of the current group is either same or mixed; meaning that all of the previously checked groups had an other label and thus contained only misclassified examples. Then, new lower and/or upper bounds are built using the domain values of the last visited groups. All the different possibilities for cleaning a rule are enumerated, but only the pair of bounds which would remove the highest number of misclassifications from the cover set of the rule are actually substituted with their respective counterparts; meaning that only one clean operation is performed. Fig. 3 contains the pseudo-code for this operator.
Rule Splitting
The rule splitting operator is applied to a rule based on the sorted matched examples covered by this rule, and heuristically splits a rule into two on the attribute interval which allows the two subrules, when taken together, to misclassify a lower number of instances as compared to the initial rule. The motivation and rationale of this operator are better illustrated through an example: When RS is applied to a rule it selects one attribute and generates two identical rules, except for the domain intervals of a selected attribute. For this selected attribute one subrule has the same lower bound as the initial rule but a lower upper bound while the other subrule has the same upper bound but a higher lower bound. The rule is split into two so that the section not covered by the union of the subrules' intervals would match only negative examples. This means that in order to apply the RS operator to a certain attribute, the sorted and clustered matched instances on that attribute must contain at least one group with an other label surrounded by at least two groups with different labels than other.
RS works by identifying, for each expressed attribute of the rule, the longest streak of adjacent groups with an other label from the list of sorted and clustered matched instances on the current attribute. Afterwards, the domain value of the first group located before the whole streak in the list becomes the first subrule's new upper bound and the domain value of the first group located after the whole streak becomes the second subrule's new lower bound. All possible splits are enumerated but only the split application which removes the greatest number of misclassified examples from the rule's cover set is actually applied. Fig. 4 contains the pseudo-code for this operator. 
Rule Generalizing
The rule generalizing operator is applied to a rule based on the sorted unmatched examples covered by the rule, and heuristically enlarges one of the rule's expressed attribute interval which makes the rule cover the maximal number of new positive examples without covering any new negative examples.
How RG operates is best shown using an example: d,e: other -By moving the lower bound of the rule's first attribute from -2 to -2.5, the rule would also correctly classify one more example ( c ). The -2.5 corresponds to the domain value of the last group encountered while going from bottom to top through the left unmatched instances with a same label (group c).
RG works by finding, for each attribute, new lower and upper bounds by looking for the longest streak of clustered groups with a same label within the left and right unmatched instances respectively. In the left ones it searches from bottom to top while in the right ones it searches from top to bottom. The new lower bound becomes the domain value of the last group with a same label from the search in the left unmatched instances, while the new upper bound becomes the domain value of the last group from the search in the right unmatched instances. Fig. 5 contains the pseudo-code for this operator.
Noise-tolerant memetic operators for continuous attributes
The three continuous-attributes memetic operators have been adapted to deal with noisy-data by altering the criteria they use for modifying the attribute bounds of the classifiers. The noise tolerant operators can edit a rule and make it cover less positive examples, which the normal continuous memetic 
Alterations to the preprocessing steps
These operators, as the standard continuous-attributes ones, use two preprocessing steps: the M&U operator and the CDS operator. The M&U operator computes, for each rule, lists of matched and unmatched instances sorted on the domain value of each attribute. The mode of operation of this algorithm remains unchanged. However, the CDS operator needed to be modified. The original CDS operator clusters the output of the M&U operator building groups of instances with the same domain value and labelling them according to the individual instances' class mixture. For the noise-tolerant LS operators to build ratios of positive to negative examples they must be able to count the exact number of positive and negative matched and unmatched instances of each rule. The original CDS operator only maintains the total length for each built group, but not the number of positive and negative instances within the group. As such, for the noisetolerant local search operators to function, the CDS operator has been updated to keep track of the number of positive and negative instances within each clustered domain segment. As before, when local search is applied to an individual rule, first the M&U operator is applied to the current set of instances (and implicitly to the current rule) to generate an intermediary result, which is then sent through the CDS operator to produce a list of clustered domain segments for each expressed attribute of the rule, which is finally passed as input to the active memetic operators (as before, along with the actual rule to edit).
The mode of operation of the three noise-tolerant continuousattributes memetic operators are described in detail next.
Noise-tolerant Rule Cleaning
The noise-tolerant RC operator works in the same way as the standard RC, that is, by shrinking the interval of one of the attributes associated to the rule being edited. The only difference is the acceptance criteria of each of the candidate shrinking operations, as follows:
A "clean" operation is characterised by:
-the number of matched positive examples -#positive -the number of matched negative examples -#negative
And it is considered valid if the following holds:
This means that a clean application is only valid when the percentage of negative examples that will be removed is at least equal to the percentage of expected non-noisy examples. As such, when the expected amount of noise parameter increases, the number of negatively matched examples that can be removed also increases. The number of matched positive and negative examples are computed by counting the individual number of positive and negative matches contained in the clustered domain segments built by the CDS operator in the final pre-processing stage.
The following example illustrates how the noise-tolerant RC local search operates: The following formula for assigning a score to a clean possibility has been used to define a comparison relation between two clean possibilities (to be able to pick the best clean option over all attributes):
This formula is based on the clean validity definition but also weights-in the number of negative examples preferring rule clean options which remove greater numbers of negative examples. The square root of the number of negative examples is taken to provide a balance between rule clean possibilities with a high percentage of misclassified examples removed but which remove a relatively low number of such examples and those with a lower percentage of misclassified examples removed but which remove a relatively high number of such examples.
Only the pair of bounds corresponding to the rule clean options which have the highest score, according to the formula defined above, are actually substituted with their respective counterparts; meaning that only one clean operation is performed. Fig. 6 contains the pseudo-code for this operator. 
Noise-tolerant Rule Splitting
The noise-tolerant splitting operator applies the standard RS to find the optimal domain segment to remove from the rule to make it drop the maximum number of negative examples without affecting the positively matched ones. Afterwards, the noise-tolerant RS extends this domain segment using the same relaxed validity criteria used by the noisetolerant RC. Conceptually, this operator simply applies the noise-tolerant RC to the subrules generated by the standard 
Noise-tolerant Rule Generalizing
Similarly to the noise-tolerant RC and RS versions, the noisetolerant rule generalizing operator works as the standard RG except for using a relaxed generalize operation validity criteria (based on the ratio between the number of matched positive examples and the total number of matched examples), as exemplified below: 
Experimental design
This section presents the experimental protocol we have followed to evaluate the memetic extensions of BioHEL presented in this paper. Four stages of experiments have been performed. The abbreviation ESn, where n is the number of the stage, has been used throughout the text to refer to individual experiments stages. The first three stages use synthetic datasets, where the structure of each problem is known and can be used when analysing the experiments' results. The fourth, validation, stage uses a combination of synthetic and real-world datasets. For each experiment ten repetitions with different random seeds have been performed for each configuration. All experiments have been run on uniform hardware, namely the High Performance Computing Facility of the University of Nottingham, using Intel Xeon E5472 processors running at 3.0GHz and the Linux operating system. To analyse the results of the experiments we have used the Friedman test for multiple comparisons. Specifically, we have used this test to determine if there are significant performance differences (using various metrics depending on the experiment: accuracy, run-time or rule-set size) between the tested methods, followed by the Holm post-hoc test to assess the differences between the top method and the rest of the tested configurations, as suggested in [11, 19] .
Datasets
A broad range of datasets (synthetic discrete datasets, synthetic continuous datasets and real-world datasets) have been used in the paper, where each of the different evaluation stages of the paper uses a subset of them chosen for specific reasons. As the test suites of the evaluation stages overlap, we describe all of them here. Table 1 shows an overview of the features of the datasets used in the experiments of this paper. All datasets can be downloaded from http:// cruncher.cs.nott.ac.uk/datasetsMemeticBioHEL.tar. bz2 (19.5GB).
Synthetic datasets with discrete attributes
-20-bit multiplexer: An n-bit multiplexer dataset is built by enumerating all possible inputs for the multiplexer function and computing their associated class values. The multiplexer function is defined on bit strings of length 2 k + k and its output is given by computing the decimal interpretation of the first 2 k bits and then indexing into the remaining k bits (counting from 0 onwards). The number of instances of each n-bit multiplexer dataset is equal to the number of all possible bit strings of length n which is: 2 n . The 20-bit multiplexer datasets corresponds to a k value of 4. In the results tables this dataset's name is abbreviated as MX20.
-Hybrid multiplexer-parity dataset: The hybrid multiplexerparity dataset [9] used here is an encoding of the 6-bit multiplexer dataset using a 3-parity function. For brevity it is referred to as the ParMX dataset. To obtain the original multiplexer dataset from this dataset, the 3-parity function must be applied to the entire bit string of each encoded instance. The 3-parity function takes as input 3 bits and outputs 0 if their sum is even and 1 otherwise. The dataset is composed from 2 18 instances and can be optimally classified by 256 rules, excluding the default rule which covers the remaining instances.
-Discrete k-DNF datasets: These parametrised datasets have been widely used within the Computational Learning Theory field [24] . A k-DNF dataset instance consists of the pairs of all possible inputs and computed outputs of a boolean function defined as a disjunctive normal form (DNF) predicate. The predicate is formed from n disjunctive terms, corresponding to the rules that need to be learned. Each term is the conjunction of a randomly chosen subset k out of the d possible attributes of the domain. All instances that make the DNF predicate true will have class 1, and all others class 0.
Synthetic datasets with continuous attributes
-Continuous k-DNF datasets: The equivalent continuous k-DNF datasets have been devised by using attributes with continuous domains, where each term of each rule is a set membership condition defined on a continuous half of the [0.0, 1.0] interval. The bounds of each interval are constructed by selecting a value in [0.0, 0.5] with uniform probability for the lower bound and then creating the upper bound by adding 0.5 to the lower one. An example of a full rule of a continuous k-DNF is shown below:
To generate a complete dataset, n rules are constructed. For each rule, k attributes are sampled without replacement from the d possible ones and the bounds for the expressed attributes are generated using the method specified above. To generate the examples of the dataset, values for all d attributes are randomly picked with uniform probability from [0.0, 1.0] and then matched against each rule. The class of the instance is set to 1 (corresponding to the true logical value) if the instance is matched by at least one rule in the k-DNF and to 0 (corresponding to the false logical value) otherwise. The number of instances in the continuous k-DNF is not determined by the (k, d, n) parametrisation tuple and can be set at de-sired values to influence the size and difficulty of the problem. For this paper we have generated as many instances for each continuous k-DNF dataset as its equivalent discrete problem has. In the results tables these datasets are abbreviated as ckDNF20-k< N >-d20, where < N > indicates the number of attributes sampled from the 20 possible ones, where each such dataset is comprises from 20 rules.
-Checkerboard datasets: The Checkerboard dataset is a simple 2D 4x4 pattern of alternating black and white tiles where each tile ocupies 25% of the attribute's domain. Moreover, up to 18 extra irrelevant attributes are added to the problem producing a family of 19 datasets. For each dataset 1000 instances are sampled (with uniform probability for the two attributes that define the checkerboard pattern, and with a gaussian distribution centered at 50% of the attribute's domain for the irrelevant features). The class of each instance corresponds to the colour of the tile sampled by the instance's two relevant attributes.
Real-world datasets
Real-world datasets are used in the final validation stage of the paper. We have used ten datasets of medium/large size. Five of them (Adult, connect-4, pen-based character recognition (pen), waveform (wav) and kddcup99) come from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) repository [18] . The other five (SS1 and CN-W1, CN-W2, CN-W3 and CN-W4) come from our own repository of bioinformatics datasets, and we have employed them in the past to evaluate our developments in evolutionary learning methods [6, 14, 16] . Specifically, CN-W1, CN-W2, CN-W3 and CN-W4 are four different versions of the same dataset: All datasets are trying to learn the same problem, but each version using a different degree of resolution in its representation which corresponds to a number of attributes ranging from 60 (in W1) to 180 (in W4). With these four versions of the same dataset we are aiming to test the scalability of our method in relation to the number of attributes in the problem.
Experiments Stage 1: Checkerboard variants
The first stage of experiments consists of a large-scale evaluation of 35 configurations of memetic search on the 19 variants of the Checkerboard dataset. The objective of this stage is to identify which configurations of operators improve Bio-HEL's learning capacity and which only add useless computational effort in a small dataset. Furthermore, because in the Checkerboard only two attributes of the domain are relevant, this stage also evaluates how the memetic operators influence BioHEL's ability to identify the correct attributes for each dataset and avoid overfitting the problem, especially in the dataset variants with a large number of irrelevant attributes. The 35 different memetic search configurations result from five separate individual-wise probabilities of applying the memetic operators along with seven modes of combining the three rule-wise memetic operators. The tested individualwise probabilities are: 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%, while the combinations of the memetic operators used consist of testing each operator individually, then all the groups of two different operators and finally applying all three operators. Enumerated, the seven combinations of memetic operators are: {RC}, {RS}, {RG}, {RC, RS}, {RC, RG}, {RS, RG} and {RC, RS, RG}. Besides the 35 LS configurations, a baseline configuration consisting of the basic BioHEL system has been included. In this stage of experiments ten-fold crossvalidation has been used to assess the generalisation potential of BioHEL's memetic extensions. In ES1 accuracy and runtime are used as performance metrics.
Experiments Stage 2: Local comparison
The second stage of experiments is targeted on the same set of 35 local search configurations, but tackling a more diverse group of datasets, with both continuous and discrete attributes. The purpose of this stage is to carry out an initial assessment of the performance of the memetic configurations in terms of accuracy and runtime on large datasets.
Due to the potentially high computational cost of these experiments and the fact that all datasets are synthetic and we know the optimal solution for each problem we will not evaluate the accuracy of these methods based on ten-fold crossvalidation. Instead, we will follow the same procedure we employed in [6] and just use training accuracy and run the system for as many GA iterations as necessary to obtain the perfect solution to the problem. In this way we can assess the exact amount of computational effort that each of the 36 tested settings (35 memetic operators and the basic BioHEL) requires to generate the optimal solution.
Given that BioHEL evolves rules and not rule sets we cannot know throughout the GA iterations if the full solution to the problem has been generated, but we can know if we have obtained any of the optimal rules that form such solution. To do so we draft what we call the specificitybased GA iteration stop condition as follows: the GA cycle will stop when (a) a rule with 100% accuracy has been obtained and (b) for discrete problems that rule has a number of specified attributes that correspond to the optimal rules of the tested problem, for continuous problems, the volume v r specified by the rule's hyperrectangle is approximately equal to the volume of one of the optimal rules v o , where
05. The datasets employed for evaluation are the following: MX20, ParMX and the discrete and continuous k-DNF datasets with d = 20, n = 20 and k ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}. In this stage, runtime and accuracy rankings, average accuracy on the training set, average runtime and average number of rules in the final solution have been used as performance metrics.
Experiments Stage 3: Noise-tolerant operators
The third stage applies the top memetic configurations identifed in the two previous stages to 9 noisy variants of the ckDNF20-k5-r20 dataset. These nine variants have been produced by adding three types of noise with three different probabilities to the original dataset. The three types of noise that have been used are: instance class flipping, instance domain value alteration and applying both types of noise at once. The three probabilities of applying noise used are: 5%, 15% and 25%. In the case of flipping the class, a 5% noise level simply means that ∼5% of all instances in the dataset have had their class value flipped from a 0 to a 1 or in reverse. In the case of modifying the domain values of instances, a 15% noise level means that ∼15% of all domain values in all instances in the dataset have had uniform noise in [−0.1, 0.1] added. In ES3 ten-fold cross-validation is used.
One purpose of ES3 is to show that BioHEL's performance on noisy datasets is improved when using the noisetolerant memetic extensions when compared to the baseline system. Another goal is to quantify the difference between the noise-tolerant and the standard memetic operators in terms of runtime complexity and/or solution accuracy, and to identify an applicability criteria for both the noise-tolerant and the standard LS operators based on the noise level and type of a dataset. In ES3 the average accuracy, average runtime and average number of rules in the final solution have been used as performance metrics.
Experiments Stage 4: Global comparison
The fourth and final stage of experiments consists of a comparison of BioHEL's memetic operators with other machine learning algorithms. We have selected four different algorithms that have rule/tree-based knowledge representations, which are essentially equivalent in expressive power to Bio-HEL's representation, in order to have a maximally fair comparison. The chosen algorithms are the GAssist [1] evolutionary learning algorithm (using our own C++ implementation) and the WEKA [21] implementations of C4.5, RandomForest (RF) and PART. There are many evolutionary learning algorithms reported in the literature that have reported competent performance against other machine learning methods [13] . However, given that the test suite of this paper mostly includes datasets with large sets of instances, we have selected only GAssist because its code base is adapted to handle such large training set sizes.
From BioHEL we are including its basic version and the three best memetic configurations identified in ES1 and ES2. For this final stage of experiments we are employing stratified ten-fold cross-validation and test accuracy instead of the specificity-based stop condition and training accuracy employed in ES2. Default settings have been used for all machine learning methods in the comparison (specifically, the default parameters in WEKA 3.6.6 have been used) except for GAssist, where two parameters have been altered from its default values [1] : the number of GA iterations has been set up to 10000 and the number of strata in ILAS 1 has been set up to 50.
The datasets chosen for this final stage of experiments are a mix of synthetic and real-world datasets. The included synthetic datasets are MX20, ParMX, all discrete k-DNF datasets and the continuous k-DNF datasets with k ∈ {5, 6, 7}. All real-world datasets described in the previous section have been included. The goal of this stage is to compare the results, in terms of accuracy and rule set size of the solutions, obtained by BioHEL's memetic extensions with the results of other state-of-the-art machine learning methods. Given that both BioHEL and GAssist are implemented in C++ and WEKA is implemented in Java, a runtime comparison is not included as this would only be approximate at most.
BioHEL configuration
The basic BioHEL configuration is shown in table 2 while the dataset-specific parameters are shown in table 3. The specificity parameter of table 3 shows the parameter to be passed to the specificity-based GA iteration stop condition; for the continuous-attributes datasets it shows the optimal classifier hyper-volume and for the discrete-attributes datasets it presents the optimal number of expressed attributes in a GABIL rule. Three parameters of BioHEL have been adjusted for each dataset: the default class policy, the coverage breakpoint and the number of windows in the ILAS windowing scheme.
The default class policy has been changed from its default value (choosing the majority class as default) on the k-DNF datasets so it always maps to the 0 class. The reason is that in these problems the rules in the solution only map to class 1 so the problem already has an implicit default class. With a wrong default rule we would not be able to employ the specificity-based stop condition and hence we would not be able to assess the performance of the tested memetic operators with the same level of certainty. Moreover, the coverage breakpoint is the parameter from Bio-HEL's fitness function that regulates the balance between accuracy and coverage in the evolved rules. We have set it up to the optimal value for each dataset in order to avoid adding an extra layer of difficulty to the learning process, as in this study we are only concerned with observing the effect of the memetic extensions. A thorough study of the impact of both the default class and the coverage breakpoint parameter in kDNF datasets is available elsewhere [15] . Finally, ILAS is an efficiency enhancement mechanism [3] that partitions the training set into strata, and uses a different stratum in each GA iteration in a round-robin fashion. The number of strata employed has been set up to the maximum value possible that does not create an impact in the learning capacity of BioHEL. On the real-world datasets, the performance of GAssist and BioHEL has been enhanced by using a simple consensus ensemble mechanism [4] , in which the predictions for each test set are performed by a majority vote of an ensemble of rule sets learnt from the repetitions with different random seeds of the rule learning process from the corresponding training set. This mechanism has shown to improve the accuracy of GAssist and BioHEL in a broad range of scenarios [8, 17, 7] . Finally, for all the experiments with real-world datasets we have employed the noise-tolerant versions of the memetic operators.
For the full explanation of BioHEL's configuration parameters please see [2] . 
Results and analysis
Next we present the results obtained in the four evaluation stages.
Results for Experiments Stage 1: Checkerboard variants
In this subsection we show a summary of the results of evaluating 35 memetic configurations on all 19 variants of the Checkerboard dataset. First, we will analyse the accuracy and runtime performance of the different combinations of local search operators and probabilties of application. In figure 9 and table 4 the results of the Friedman tests and the post-hoc Holm tests are shown. Both visualisations show the accuracy and runtime ranks of all methods tested, averaged across all datasets. The full details of the results are reported in the appendix of the paper, in tables 16 and 17.
The Friedman tests have been run separately on both testing accuracy and runtime data from all 19 datasets, with the returned p-values of both tests being less than 2.2e − 16, indicating significant performance differences. The post-hoc Holm tests have been performed by comparing the accuracy and runtime ranking of the top method with all other Bio-HEL configurations. The significant differences at 99% and 95% significance levels are shown using dotted horizontal lines in table 4. All configurations listed below the first line have a significantly worse performance (at 95% significance level) than that of the top ranked method.
From this table we can observe that in terms of runtime, the Basic configuration and the top eight memetic configurations are similar in performance. However, RG alone appears to not be beneficial in reducing the runtime requirements for the Checkerboard variants as it does not appear in the top eight runtime rankings. On the other hand, RS, either alone or in groups with RC or RG, appears to have the most impact in reducing BioHEL's runtime in these small datasets, as it appears in the majority of the top runtime rankings. We can also observe that, in general, higher individualwise probabilities of applying the memetic operators result in longer runtimes. In terms of testing accuracy, all memetic operators have a better mean rank than the Basic configuration. Moreover, RS alone or in groups with the other operators also appears to be beneficial for improving the accuracy of the system, as it appears in all the top 15 best ranking configurations; among these, the RS-RG combination seems to provide the optimal level of specificity and generality pressures for Bio-HEL to evolve the best rule-sets. A similar performance is also obtained by the individual RS operator and the combination of all three operators. The lowest ranking configurations involve the individual RC and RG operators; this is expected since separately these two operators provide only specificity and generality pressures respectively, while a perfect balance of both types of pressures is required for evolving maximally general and accurate rules.
To be able to better observe the relation between the accuracy and runtime performance of the different memetic configurations tested figure 9 shows the accuracy rankings plotted against the runtime rankings for each configuration. We can observe that the 0.05-RS-RG configuration represents the best trade-off between accuracy and runtime performance. Other good trade-offs include 0.15-RS, 0.10-RS and 0.10-RS-RG. It can also be seen that in terms of both runtime and accuracy rankings the following configurations are all superior to the Basic setting: 0.10-RS, 0.05-RC-RS-RG, 0.05-RC-RS, 0.05-RS-RG and 0.05-RS. As such, the RS and RG local search configurations with a low individualwise probability comprise the optimal BioHEL settings for tackling these datasets. Next, we will investigate the capacity of the LS settings to identify the relevant attributes of a domain. Figure 10 shows the evolution of the test set accuracy plotted against the number of attributes of each Checkerboard variant for the top five memetic configurations and the Basic one. We can notice that all configurations manage to identify the correct attributes of the problem with up to 6 added irrelevant features. Afterwards, the performance of the Basic system starts to degrade while the other methods still obtain good performance up to 13 added irrelevant features. The best accuracy in the last dataset of was obtained by the 0.10-RS-RG combination, with the worst one obtained by the Basic setting. This subsection presents the results of a comprehensive evaluation of the 35 memetic configurations on the MX20, ParMX and six variants of the continuous and of the discrete k-DNF problems. First we will analyse the runtime and train set accuracy rankings of the LS settings which have been computed using Friedman statistical tests and post-hoc Holm tests on data from all datasets. Table 5 shows the average rankings for runtime (Friedman p-value of 3.97e − 05) and train accuracy (Friedman p-value of 1.351e − 05). The results of the Holm test, with 95% and 99% significance levels are shown through the use of dotted horizontal lines, as in section 6.1. The full details of the results are reported in the appendix of the paper, in tables 18 and 19.
For the accuracy category, the post-hoc Holm test did not discover any significant differences, while for runtime almost all BioHEL configurations were significantly better than the worst setting (0.20-RG) including the Basic one. The reason for these results is that for the majority of datasets all configurations achieved perfect accuracy resulting in many tied rankings. However, if we simply observe the distribution of the memetic operators within the runtime rankings we notice that the configurations where all three operators are acting in unison are in the top part of the table, while RC and RG applied individually are at the bottom of the table, with combinations of RC and RG with RS scattered towards the top part. This would suggest that RS, on its own, but especially when coupled with the other two operators, is beneficial for reducing the overall system runtime. Keeping in mind that the specificity condition is enabled, and because RS generates two accurate sub-rules with a small coverage, these rules with perfect accuracy on the training set most likely stop the GA process early thus causing the runtime reduction.
When compared to the Basic system, the majority of the memetic extensions tested perform better runtime-wise. Performing a similar distribution analysis of the rankings, but now for accuracy, we observe that the superior configurations include the group RC-RG alone and coupled with RS, while the inferior ones mainly consist of applying RS and RC individually. This indicates that the three operators, when applied in unison or without RS, increase BioHEL's training accuracy. We can also observe that higher individualwise application probabilities generally yield higher training accuracies. Even though the Holm test did not discover significant differences within the accuracy rankings, we can still observe that all except for two LS configurations are superior to the Basic one. Figure 11 shows the two rankings plotted against each other. From this figure we can clearly identify the Pareto front amongst the tested extensions, which includes: 0.20-RC-RS-RG, 0.25-RC-RS-RG, 0.10-RC-RS-RG and 0.25-RC-RG. As such, the best two configurations of these (0.25-RC-RS-RG, 0.10-RC-RS-RG) will be further evaluated in the next two experimental stages. This stage did not evaluate generalisation capacity by not employing cross-validation due to physical time considerations. Cross-validation performance of the best memetic settings is assessed in the following evaluation stages. Now we will look at individual per-dataset results and perform an analysis in terms of train set accuracy, runtime and final rule-set (solution) size. Each such results table contains average accuracy, runtime and rule set size data for the Basic system's performance and the top five memetic configurations. This top is computed by stable-sorting the configurations on three levels, first on accuracy, then on runtime and finally on rule set size. Each table also contains a plot of accuracy over runtime for the Basic and the top three LS settings, which were averaged across all runs for each dataset and configuration. For the 20-bit multiplexer case, with results shown in table 6 we can see that there are no accuracy differences visible, but the top local search configurations converge faster to solutions with more compact sizes than the ones evolved by the Basic system. The shown LS combinations manage to obtain rulesets which are close in size to the optimal number of 17 rules for the MX20 dataset (16 rules to classify one class and one default rule for the other class). The plot shows the difference in convergence rate as all memetic configurations shown possess a steeper accuracy increase curve than the Basic system. The results on the ParMX dataset are presented in table 7. Similarly to MX20, the differences appear at the runtime level, these being more pronounced than in the MX20 case. Morever, the LS settings also produced more compact solutions than the Basic configuration, but even these are too large when compared to the optimal number of 257 rules of this domain.
For all the kDNF datasets tested, the optimal rule set size is composed from 21 rules (20 to cover the instances with class value 1 and one default rule to cover the remaining instances) by their definition (r = 20). Tables 8 to 9 show the results on the five discrete kDNF datasets. All 36 configu- rations of BioHEL were able to evolve the optimal rule set with full training accuracy, with the only differencing factor being the runtime. As k increases, the difference between the runtime of the best LS configurations and the runtime of the Basic system also increases, suggesting that the harder the dataset becomes the more the LS operators can contribute to the efficiency of the learning process. This is also shown in the plots, as the learning curve of the Basic system is consistently below the curves of the best memetic configurations.
In the most difficult of these datasets, with higher k values, the RC-RS settings consistently appear among the best settings.
The results on the continuous kDNF problems are presented in tables 10-11. For k = {5, 6} we can immediately see that the memetic configurations manage to evolve solutions with a near-optimal size, of around 22, while also achieving a low standard deviation on the final rule-set size. The same does not hold for higher values of k as these datasets become increasingly more difficult when the attributes which compose their defining DNF rules increase in number. This increase in domain difficulty translates into an increase in the size of the rule-sets evolved by BioHEL's configurations, however the solutions sizes evolved by the LS settings still remain considerably lower than the ones generated by the Basic system. The increasing difficulty of the datasets can also be observed from the increase in the runtimes of the Basic configuration. For these datasets, the percentage of instances with class 0 also increases with k. And since the default rule of BioHEL always predicts class 0 for the kDNF datasets, for higher k values the search space consists of predominantly instances with class 0 with few isolated instances with class 1. This is why, for the continuous kDNF datasets with k = {8, 9, 10} the average training accuracies start at very high values of over: 92%, 96% and 98% respectively. For these cases, there are no noticeable differences in final accuracies, but the plots reveal the extra search effort of the memetic configurations.
For k = 5 we can see that the best memetic configurations achieve better training accuracy than the Basic one while having similar runtime requirements. We can also observe that the Basic configuration has evolved a larger number of less general rules, which even exceeded the accuracy of the memetic configurations for a large portion of the runtime interval. However, towards the end of the learning process, the Basic system becomes stuck and is not able to evolve any new accurate rules while the memetic configurations continued exploration. Compared to the dataset variant with k = 5, for the one with k = 6 the differences between the Basic system and the best LS setting remain at approximately 6% for accuracy but increase for runtime complexity, with the best memetic configuration taking 2.65 times on average less seconds than the Basic system to converge to a final solution. The plot shows that the accuracy evolution of the Basic setting is inferior to the ones of the top five LS configurations -throughout the entire runtime interval. For this continuous kDNF dataset and for the one with a k = 5 the best memetic configurations achieved almost perfect accuracy on the train set. The best LS combinations for these two datasets consist of all three operators applied together, RC-RG and RC-RS, with relatively high application probabilities. For k = 7, a large discrepancy in all three metrics can be seen between the Basic system and the 0.25-RC-RG configuration which achieves almost full accuracy, in a quarter of the runtime of the Basic system while producing seven times less rules. From the plot we can see that the learning rates of the top LS configurations have been superior to the one of the Basic system. For k = 8 the curves of the learning rates of the memetic configurations ascend slower than in the previous datasets, which is expected as datasets increase in difficulty. However, the evolution of the Basic system's accuracy remains almost stagnant throughout the runtime interval, while the accuracies of the best memetic configurations monotonically increase. As observed in the previous datasets, the memetic configurations evolved more compact rule sets with higher accuracy, but in this case with similar runtime requirements as the Basic configuration.
In the final two continuous kDNF datasets, with k = {9, 10} the differences in accuracy become insignificant, this being due to the very small portion of the problem space being occupied instances with class 1, where the coverage of each rule contributes very little to the overall training accuracy of the system. However, from the plots, we can observe that there was a noticeable difference in learning rate for the Basic and memetic configurations; and as expected, the slope of the evolution of accuracy of the best memetic configuration exceeded the one of the Basic configuration. For k = 9 the presence of the 0.25-RG in the top five configurations is due to the fact that it was able to stop learning quickly, but still achieve an accuracy comparable with the one obtained by the more equally balanced (in terms of specificity-generality ratio) configurations. In this case, the Basic system evolved more bloated solutions, while the memetic combinations generated rule sets of almost halved size but with better accuracy. For the last dataset with k = 10, the memetic configurations were able to learn more rules and run for more time than the Basic configuration. This is due to the Basic system's difficulty in evolving rules with very high specificity, caused by the MDL-based fitness function, which are needed to learn rules for this domain, thus ending the Basic system's runs sooner.
In the last four continuous kDNF datasets, with a k ranging from 7 to 10, the best memetic configurations slowly shift from the combination of all three operators to just using RC-RG (both with 25% individual-wise application probability). This suggests that as problems increase in difficulty, BioHEL has less need for added specificity pressure, so RS becomes superfluous. While this stage did not evaluate BioHEL's extensions' capabilities of avoiding overfitting, it showed that the best memetic configurations can produce more compact solutions and in less time than the Basic system. As expected, test accuracy decreases when the probability of adding noise increases. This effect is more pronounced for the Output and Both types of noise, as randomly flipping the class of instances has a stronger distorting effect on the hyperspace of a problem than adding noise to attribute values. A consequence of the inherent difficulty of this dataset can be seen through the existing small range of differences between the Basic and the best memetic settings for all types of noise. Overall all noise types of noise, the majority of configurations having the best accuracy have been noisetolerant memetic opereators combinations. Overall, the best accuracy has been obtained by the 0.10-RC-RS-RG noisetolerant configuration, which is significantly better than the basic BioHEL and the standard 0.25-RC-RS-RG setting.
For the majority of types of noise (7/9) the most compact rule-sets are evolved by noise-tolerant LS operators, while in the other two cases, the Basic configuration stops its learning process early, producing solutions with even fewer rules. The best setting is 0.25-RC-RS-RG, which also had the second best accuracy rank. This setting manages to significantly outperform the three memetic settings on their standard configuration and also 0.05-RS-RG on its noise-tolerant version.
The noise-tolerant operators generally achieve much faster runtimes than their standard variants, which is most evident in the noise types with 5% and 15% probability. The dataset variants with 25% noise levels are difficult for Bio-HEL to learn, and this is reflected in the low testing accuracies and small solution sizes of all configurations especially for the Output and Both types of noise. Because of this, the differences in runtime between the different configurations are less prounounced in the datasets with 25% noise levels. Overall, the noise-tolerant 0.10-RC-RS-RG configuration has the lowest average rank, significantly outperforming 0.10-RC-RS-RG (std) and 0.25-RC-RS-RG (std).
This evaluation stage has shown that the noise-tolerant operators are very effective in terms of generalisation potential, as they generate compact rule set sizes with high accuracies, in noisy datasets. As the standard operator variants do not consider the existence of noise when editing rules, they should only be applied for completely noiseless domains, while the noise-tolerant variants are highly equipped for dealing with noisy data, as our results have shown. The statistical tests indicate that 0.10-RC-RS-RG (nt) is the overall best setting, as it was the best configuration for accuracy and run-time and the second best for solution size.
Results for Experiments Stage 4: Global comparison
This subsection presents the results of evaluating the best memetic configurations of the first and second experimental stages {0.05-RS-RG, 0.10-RC-RS-RG, 0.25-RC-RS-RG}, the basic BioHEL system and four alternative machine learning algorithms on a broad collection of both synthetic and real-world large-scale datasets. Ten-fold cross-validation has been employed in this stage of experiments, and we are reporting cross-validation accuracy in table 14 and average rule set/tree size in table 15. Random Forest is not included in the solution size comparison as all of its trees have the same size due to the functioning of the method.
The Friedman test rejected for both accuracy (with a p-value of 3.597e-12) and rule set size (with a p-value of 9.096e-16) that all methods had the same performance. The best method in terms of accuracy was the 0.10-RC-RS-RG memetic BioHEL configuration, while GAssist had the best rank for rule set size. The 0.10-RC-RS-RG configuration had a performance significantly better than all non-BioHEL methods, while GAssist generated rule sets significantly smaller than any other method.
The comparison between the memetic settings and the basic BioHEL should take into account both performance indicators together, as we can see that there is a trade-off between them: There is a clear relation between the load of memetic search (the probability of activating the memetic operators) and the rule set size. The more memetic search, the smaller the rule sets. However, this increase, especially in the real-world datasets, is followed by a decrease in accuracy, which especially affects the 0.25-RC-RS-RG con-figuration. This setting would obtain the best accuracy rank when considering the synthetic datasets only, but becomes the worst of the three memetic settings when considering all datasets overall. The cause of this decrease in test accuracy is not due to overlearning, because this memetic setting presents lower training accuracy as well (not reported). The noise-tolerant memetic operators prefer to sacrifice a bit of training accuracy in order to create much more general rules, as it can be seen in the rule-set size results.
GAssist generates the smallest rule sets, but it never obtains accuracy levels that are better than any of the BioHEL variants. This was expected in both fronts. GAssist was designed to generate very compact rule sets, including in its fitness function a very strong generalisation pressure. However, in large-scale datasets that require very complex solutions it is expected to struggle because of its nature as a Pittsburgh system (trying to evolve a complete rule set at once), as it creates very long individuals which are very difficult to evolve. Finally, the other three machine learning algorithms (C4.5, RandomForest and PART) present a peformance worse than any BioHEL variant on most datasets, only managing to outperform them in very few datasets, all of them being among the smaller of the real-world datasets. Both C4.5 and PART generate solutions that are much larger than any of the evolutionary rule learning methods in most problems.
It is also interesting to observe the performance on the CN datasets across methods. As described before, all datasets try to solve the same problem, but with varying degrees of precision (attributes) in the representation. CN-W1 has 60 attributes, CN-W2 has 100, CN-W3 has 140 and finally CN-W4 has 180 attributes. The peformance of the machine learning methods across the different versions of the dataset is hence a reflection of their scalability capacity. The Bio-HEL variants (all of them) are the only methods able to increase their accuracy from one version of the dataset to the next (in increasing number of attributes), showing that this method is not constrained in this domain by the number of attributes of the problem.
Conclusions and further work
This paper studied the applicability of integrating memetic extensions into the BioHEL evolutionary learning system, by adapting three of GAssist's discrete-attributes memetic operators to BioHEL and by defining and integrating six new continuous-data memetic operators tailored to the attribute list knowledge representation into BioHEL. The large scale evaluation of these operators revealed that they guide Bio-HEL into evolving more compact solutions, with improved test set accuracies and by using less runtime. On small continuous domains we have determined that the LS operators enable BioHEL with an increased capacity of avoiding irrelevant features of the domain. We have also showed that the noise-tolerant variants of the continuous memetic operators produce more compact rule-sets in less time compared to their standard variants, but with similar accuracies. Finally, when compared to the performance of other machine learning methods, Memetic BioHEL showed very competent performance.
In future work we would like to study the possibility of integrating an upper limit on the amount of computational resources to be used by the memetic operators in each GA iteration. This approach would possess the potential of maximising the generalisation potential of each memetic operator while reducing its runtime. Moreover, it would be interesting to optimise further the parameter that controls the trade-off between accuracy and generality in the noisetolerant memetic operators, as the results have shown that in real-world problems there is still some room for improvement. Table 18 ES2: Full training accuracy results on the large-scale synthetic datasets Method Dataset ckDNF20 k5 ckDNF20 k6 ckDNF20 k7 ckDNF20 k8 ckDNF20 k9 ckDNF20 k10 kDNF20 k5 kDNF20 k6 kDNF20 k7 kDNF20 k8 kDNF20 k9 kDNF20 k10 mx20 ParMX Basic 
